French Door and Single Door
Food Centres

Built-in

New integrated Frenchdoor fridge-freezer
with BioFresh: ECBN 6256

T

he new 91 cm wide, Frenchdoor fridge-freezer ECBN 6256 is

Integrated lighting columns on either side of the appliance interior

definitely a design highlight in any kitchen and, with Liebherr’s

provide perfectly even illumination, and high-quality GlassLine fittings

BioFresh technology, it’s a healthy choice too! BioFresh technology

lend elegance to the interior design. The two freezer drawers extend

guarantees the best possible environment for lasting freshness,

effortlessly on premium-quality telescopic rails, and the plumbed‐in

which is really important because the freshness and quality of the

IceMaker provides sophisticated ice cubes for whatever the occasion.

food that we eat plays a key role in our health and well-being.

The versatile bottle shelf above the BioFresh drawers can be used
either as a bottle shelf or a glass storage shelf, both are stored in the
recess. The interior features two integrated lighting columns with
multiple LEDs to evenly illuminate the interior. The lighting columns also
facilitate the variable positioning of the glass shelves.

The SoftSystem, in pristine white, is integrated into the door to cushion
movement as the door is shut, ensuring that the door closes gently,
even with fully-loaded door shelves. The door closes automatically from
an opening angle of approx. 30°.

91

Integrated fridge- freezer
with BioFresh

ECBN 6256

Door assembly
Net capacity
Fridge compartment
including BioFresh compartment
Freezer compartment

Door on Door
357 litre
68 litre
114 litre

Energy efficiency class
Energy consumption in 365 days / 24 h
Climate rating
Aperture dimensions in cm (h / w / d)
Adjustable cooling circuits

n
322 / 0.881 kWh
SN-T
203.2 / 91.5 / at least 62.5
2 - DuoCooling

Type of control
Position
Control
Accessories (see pages 10–11)

MagicEye with digital temperature display
behind the door
Touch-electronic
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9

203

PremiumPlus

The two freezer compartment drawers extend on premiumquality telescopic rails and benefit from a self-closing
mechanism, making them almost effortless to use. And
Liebherr’s professional NoFrost technology means there is
no need to defrost the appliance and also ensures particularly
low energy consumption.
3

Built-in

Extra-wide BioFresh food storage centre:
ECBN 6156

T

he new 91-cm-wide, built-in BioFresh fridge-freezer ECBN 6156

refrigerator compartment and adjacently arranged BioFresh drawers,

PremiumPlus (net capacity 471 litres) is a real eyecatcher!

together with the NoFrost freezer compartment offer optimum

Available with door-on-door installation that gives customised

storage for all types of food. The integral IceMaker supplies ice cubes

integration into kitchen design, and two freezer drawers

for every occasion, whilst the integrated water filter ensures optimum

that easily extend on premium-quality telescopic rails, this built-in

ice quality.

masterpiece is a design highlight for any kitchen. The large

The innovative electronic controls ensure that the selected temperature is
accurately maintained. Thanks to the ingenious touch interface, all functions can
be set with ease. The temperature in the refrigeration and freezer compartments
can be read from the MagicEye digital display on the LCD. The PremiumPlus
interior features LED light columns integrated on either side of the
compartment liner.

ECBN 6156 617 with left hand hinge
Stainless steel panels are not included. This appliance must be bracketed to the wall / floor.

The professional NoFrost technology from Liebherr makes defrosting a
thing of the past. The IceMaker with fixed water connection provides you with
a constant supply of ice cubes for every occasion. The two pull-out
freezer drawers are mounted on high-quality telescopic rails and can be
effortlessly extended to provide a perfect view and ideal storage conditions.

91

Integrated fridge- freezer
with BioFresh

ECBN 6156

Door assembly
Net capacity
Fridge compartment
including BioFresh compartment
Freezer compartment

Door on Door / for integrated use
357 litre
68 litre
114 litre

Energy efficiency class
Energy consumption in 365 days / 24 h
Climate rating
Aperture dimensions in cm (h / w / d)
Adjustable cooling circuits
Type of control
Position of control
Control
Door hinges fixed
Accessories (see pages 10–11)

m
410 / 1.121 kWh
SN-T
203.2 / 91.5 / at least 62.5
2 - DuoCooling
MagicEye with digital temperature display
behind the door
Touch-electronic
001: right door hinges / 617: left door hinges
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

PremiumPlus

203

BioFresh drawers provide the perfect storage climate for you
to enjoy long-lasting freshness. When stored at a temperature
slightly above 0°C and at the correct humidity level, fruit
and vegetables, meat, fish and dairy products all retain their
vitamin content, delicate flavour and appetising appearance
for significantly longer than in a standard refrigerator.
5

Built-in

The new innovative food storage centre:
ECBN 5066

T

he 76-cm-wide ECBN 5066 food centre creates a stunning

freezer compartment offers optimum storage for all food types. The

visual impact in any kitchen environment. As the doors open, the

integral IceMaker supplies ice for every occasion, whilst the

interior also reveals a host of innovative ideas, LED lighting, BioFresh

integrated water filter ensures optimum ice quality.

drawers mounted on telescopic rails, together with the NoFrost

BioFresh drawers provide the perfect storage climate for you to enjoy long-lasting
freshness. When stored at a temperature slightly above 0 °C and at the correct
humidity level, fruit and vegetables, meat, fish and dairy products all retain their
vitamin content, delicate flavour and appetising appearance for significantly
longer than in a standard refrigerator. The DrySafe, with a low humidity level, is
ideal for storing meat, fish and milk products.

ECBN 5066 001 with right hand hinge
This appliance must be bracketed to the wall / floor.

ECBN 5066 comes with an LED lighting column on each side of the inner
door, which incorporates multiple LEDs to evenly illuminate the appliance
interior. A special satin-finish on the light cover creates an appealing and
sophisticated lighting effect. The lighting column also facilitates the variable
positioning of the glass shelves.

76

Integrated fridge- freezer
with BioFresh

ECBN 5066

Door assembly
Net capacity
Fridge compartment
including BioFresh compartment
Freezer compartment

Door on Door / for integrated use
276 litre
57 litre
103 litre

Energy efficiency class
Energy consumption in 365 days / 24 h
Climate rating
Aperture dimensions in cm (h / w / d)
Adjustable cooling circuits
Type of control
Position of control
Control
Door hinges fixed
Accessories (see pages 10–11)

n
287 / 0.785 kWh
SN-T
203.2 / 76.2 / at least 61
2 - DuoCooling
MagicEye with digital temperature display
behind the door
Touch-electronic
001: right door hinges / 617: left door hinges
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

PremiumPlus

203

The NoFrost system from Liebherr provides rapid, fan-assisted,
frost-free freezing for the safe, long-term storage of food. This
innovative technology creates a much larger storage capacity
and keeps the freezer constantly frost-free, making defrosting
a thing of the past.
7

Frenchdoor fridge-freezers with BioFresh
and NoFrost: CBN(es, be) 6256

T

he Food Storage Centres CBN(es, be) 6256 with their elegant Frenchdoor concept
are a focal point in any kitchen, open or closed. The interior presents a host of

innovative ideas. Take the LED interior light and the automatic IceMaker with fixed water
connection in the freezer compartment, for example. Or the two BioFresh drawers, which
keep food fresh for significantly longer. Accurate and independent temperature control
of the fridge and freezer compartments is ensured by DuoCooling: two separately
adjustable cooling circuits. There is no air exchange between the refrigerator and freezer
compartment, so that odours cannot be transferred and the stored food is prevented
Both BioFresh drawers are mounted on telescopic rails
which extend effortlessly providing a full view of your food,
which is easily accessible. The lateral LED light spots ensure
perfect illumination of the drawers. The versatile glass/bottle
shelf can be used depending on your personal preference. The
glass on top gives you shelf space, and the glass underneath
gives you bottle space.

from drying out.

91

91

Fridge- freezer
with BioFresh

CBNes 6256

Net capacity
Fridge compartment
including BioFresh compartment
Freezer compartment

357 litre
68 litre
114 litre

357 litre
68 litre
114 litre

Energy efficiency class
Energy consumption in 365 days / 24 h
Climate rating
Exterior dimensions in cm (h / w / d)
Adjustable cooling circuits
Door
Side walls
Type of control
Position of control
Control
Accessories (see pages 10–11)

n
322 / 0.881 kWh
SN-T
203.9 / 91 / 61.5
2 - DuoCooling
Stainless steel
Stainless steel
MagicEye with digital temperature display
behind the door
Touch-electronic
3, 4, 5, 6

n
322 / 0.881 kWh
SN-T
203.9 / 91 / 61.5
2 - DuoCooling
beige
beige
MagicEye with digital temperature display
behind the door
Touch-electronic
3, 4

PremiumPlus

CBNbe 6256

PremiumPlus

Our professional NoFrost technology makes defrosting a
thing of the past. The CBN(es, be) 6256 NoFrost food
centres are a highly energy efficient A++ rated appliance.
The two pull-out freezer drawers are mounted on highquality telescopic rails and can be effortlessly extended
to provide a perfect view and ideal storage conditions.

The elegant, high quality GlassLine interior is adaptable
to suit individual requirements. The satin-finish shelves
and door racks with solid aluminium trims are height
adjustable. The door interior accommodates tall bottles
and wide containers.
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Accessories

01

06

Stainless steel panels

The use of the stainless steel panels requires a 90° hinge limitation. The panels will interfere with the adjacent gable
or panel at 105° opening angle. The “Door stop pins” are required.
ECBN 6256 fridge compartement 84"

9900 337-00

ECBN 6156 freezer compartement

9900 323-00

ECBN 6256 freezer compartement

9900 323-00

ECBN 5066 fridge compartement 84"

9900 285-00

ECBN 6156 fridge compartement 84"

9900 331-00

ECBN 5066 fridge compartement 80"

9900 287-00

ECBN 6156 fridge compartement 80"

9900 333-00

ECBN 5066 freezer compartement

9900 283-00

02

ECBN 6256 Stainless steel handles

9900 339-00

ECBN 6256 Aluminium handles

9900 513-00

ECBN 6156 Stainless steel handles

9900 327-00

ECBN 6156 Aluminium handles

9900 329-00

ECBN 5066 Stainless steel handles

9900 279-00

ECBN 5066 Aluminium handles

9900 281-00

03

Water filter

Replacement for the integrated water filter. Provides perfect water quality every time in appliances with an
IceMaker. The electronic control unit indicates when the water filter needs to be replaced.

7440 002

Cold storage accumulator

The freezer compartments of fridge-freezers are protected in the event of a power failure by the cold storage
accumulator. This acts as an additional ‘cold reserve’ to prevent the temperature from rising in such circumstances,
and thereby protects the frozen produce.

Cold storage accumulator

05

250 ml

07

Handles

Either aluminium or stainless steel handles can be ﬁtted in combination with stainless steel panels, according to preference.

04

For polishing stainless steel surfaces after they have been cleaned.

9900 335-00

ECBN 6256 fridge compartement 80"

Water ﬁlter

Stainless steel polish

7422 838

8409 030

Side-by-Side kit

The Side-by-Side kit allows SBS appliances to be optimally aligned and ﬁxed together – ensuring full functionality and
an attractive appearance.

ECBN 6156

08

9900 155-00

ECBN 5066

9900 157-00

Door hinge replacement kit

Appliances are supplied from the factory with right-hinged door closure. Being able to swap over the side of door closure
means that the appliance can always be positioned to its best advantage, wherever it is installed.

ECBN 6156

09

9900 165-00

ECBN 5066

9900 167-00

Door stop pins

It may be necessary to limit the opening of the door hinges to 90° and to achieve this a specially designed pin is inserted
into the door hinge. Restricted door opening is necessary with stainless steel panels.

ECBN 6256

9096 214-00

ECBN 6156, ECBN 5066

9096 699-00

Stainless steel cleaner

The stainless steel cleaner reliably and gently removes ﬁngerprints, streaks, and stains from stainless steel surfaces.
It cleans quickly, without streaking, and also prevents the subsequent accumulation of stubborn dirt.

250 ml
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8409 022
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10 good reasons to choose LIEBHERR

Know-how that matters!

6

Outstanding
energy efficiency

LIEBHERR is a specialist refrigeration manufacturer in both the domestic and
commercial markets and has been developing and innovating product solutions for
over 60 years. No other refrigeration appliance manufacturer secures greater brand

With innovative precision electronics and unequalled refrigeration performance,
LIEBHERR offers highly economical appliances across its product range. All product
groups feature models that fall into the top energy efficiency classes, providing great

loyalty from its customers than LIEBHERR, and knowing this motivates us to keep
on delivering appliances that merit their confidence and trust.

savings all round.

2

7

Optimal product quality

BioFresh –
definitely healthier

To guarantee consistent product quality, LIEBHERR always uses the very best
materials and components in the manufacturing of its appliances. Every
appliance is tested for quality and functionality during production. Continual product

BioFresh provides the perfect climate for long-lasting freshness. When stored at a
temperature slightly above 0 °C and at the correct humidity level, fruit and vegetables,
meat, fish and dairy products all retain their vitamin content, delicate flavour and

development, optimised components, and superb workmanship ensure that
Liebherr’s reputation for quality and long-lasting appliances is never in doubt.

appetising appearance significantly longer than in a standard refrigerator.
The BioFresh-Plus technology provides yet more flexibility for tailored storage.
The separate BioFresh-Plus electronic control system allows the temperature in the
adjustable drawer at +6°C to be lowered to -2°C.

3

Innovative ideas

With its range of over 300 models, whether freestanding, under-worktop or built-in,
Liebherr provides the perfect solution for food storage and freshness for almost

8

NoFrost – professional
freezing quality

every customer with its refrigerators, freezers and combined fridge-freezers.
LIEBHERR appliances boast a compelling array of innovative ideas. Take, for
example, the appliances with user-friendly Touch-electronic navigation feature, or

No more defrosting: LIEBHERR’s NoFrost technology provides rapid, fan-assisted,
frostfree freezing that gives professional standard, long term freshness. Food is

trend-setting LED lighting, convenient IceMaker with TwistTray, or GlassLine
shelves for versatile use.

frozen by chilled circulating air and humidity is expelled, ensuring that the freezer
remains ice-free and preventing produce from frosting over.

4

Classic design

9

Perfect climate for fine wines

LIEBHERR refrigeration and freezers meet outstanding design criteria by combining
excellent materials (premium-quality stainless steel, precision electronics, and

LIEBHERR’s wine cabinets and multi-temperature wine cabinets are designed
specifically to store wine in its optimum environment. This range features state

exquisite GlassLine fittings) with classic contours, to produce a timeless elegance.
Stainless steel doors with SmartSteel reduce the visibility of finger marks and are

of-the-art electronic control systems, heating and cooling circuits, special vibration
free compressors and a host of features such as tinted glazed doors, activated
charcoal filters and solid hand crafted wooden shelves on telescopic rails.

very easy-to-clean and far more scratch-resistant. The slimline door handles with
integrated opening mechanism in stainless steel or white are fitted at a convenient
height for easy opening.

5

Environmentally friendly

LIEBHERR takes environmental responsibility seriously, and our ActiveGreen
philosophy is applied right from the beginning of appliance development right down
to the finished product. Not only does Liebherr use the highest-quality components
to build appliances that are reliable, durable and energy efficient, but also Liebherr
ensures all plastics are labelled for optimum recycling. Further, all manufacturing
processes are designed to use resources efficiently, e.g. heat generated during
production is recycled and reused as heating energy for office buildings on the

10

Awards given to the range

The outstanding product and design quality of LIEBHERR appliances is confirmed
again and again by independent organisations. The integrated ECBN 5066 fridgefreezer won Plus X Seals of Approval for High Quality, Design, Ease of Use and Ecology.
This model also received the Good Design Award. The CBNes 6256 French door fridgefreezer has also been recognised with several awards including the iF Product Design
Award and the reddot title ‘Best of the Best’.

production premise. All European manufacturing sites are certified in accordance
with the international environmental management standard ISO 14001.

Liebherr-Great Britain Ltd.
Normandy Lane, Stratton Business Park, Biggleswade, SG18 8QB
Tel.: +44 (0) 3330 147 888, Fax: +44 (0) 1767-602 152
Email Sales: sales.ukrefrigeration@liebherr.com, Customer Service: customerservice.ukrefrigeration@liebherr.com
www.myliebherr.co.uk
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